"Pussy smoke — like Zeitgeist." “Pussy smoke!” is an old Slovenian proverb, especially in Carinthia, being literally unequaled in other languages. This saying also applies to the current situation in Slovenia, when we are oppressed by the arrogant leftist government, that prides itself with adjectives like coarse, fluffy, anti-adhesive, elusive, disastrous. From the graph, it is understandable how just metaphor “Pussy smoke!” accompanies us today at every stage of social life. Now when the media numbness is achieved and the population is intoxicated, dormant till exhaust, the boom of the decay of the leftist intelligentsia is in full swing. Press leftist single-mindedness is again in full force along with the Lethargy of the media and the government. In this way, the planned Stupefying of population is achieved, when the peoples’ flock of sheep can be peacefully led to the remote leftist folds and kennels.

The basic question to clinical psychologists, biologists and researchers of information is how the Leftist criminal nature of their brain is structured, what are the processes of this state in the synapsis complex, with astrocyte feedback to presinapsis, that affects the transmission of neurotransmitters to nevroreceptors of postsinapsis (e.g. indication of depression, mania and schizophrenia). Is then “pussy smoke” an indicator of the leftist mental disorder or a consequence of genetically constructed brain neural structures and whether already the relevant research is being conducted on a scientific level?

In this context, namely, the Redundancy dominant media, Visual hypocrisy of the system, Catastrophic government of the state and ultimately the bizarre Hypocrisy behavior of the left is shown.